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25. DATA CUDGEL OR HOW TO GENERATE 
CORONA-COMPLIANCE IN ISRAEL

ALEX GEKKER & ANAT BEN-DAVID

With the rapid unfolding of the COVID-19 global pandemic, Israel was one of the first 
states outside East-Asia to impose involuntary surveillance measures as a means to 
combat the virus. Crucially, the government utilized the country’s permanent state of 
exception to bypass the parliament and deploy a hitherto classified anti-terrorism tool 
developed by its internal security service (Shin Bet) to track the location of coronavirus 
patients, identify infection-chains and notify citizens who have been in close proximity 
to an identified patient to self-quarantine.1 Despite the marked similarity to the Snowden 
revelations2 in terms of scope and granularity of data available to secret services on 
individuals, the extreme measures undertaken by the Israeli government were met by a 
legal battle ensued by a small group of activists and civil society organizations, but not 
by a public outcry. Rather, the majority of Israelis were willing to compromise their right 
to privacy for the technological protection3 offered against the virus, and expressed high 
levels of trust in the Shin Bet, even as the latter was often reluctant to take up the mantle.4 
In this essay we draw on historian Daniel Rosenberg’s notion of “data before the fact” to 
reflect on how various uses of (big) data in Israel have led to compliance and confusion 
for the people involved.5

Rosenberg suggests that data came to be a historically recognised category that is “given” 
(“data” means “that which is given” in Latin and thus not questioned or interrogated. Only 
the results coming from the data are. Recently, with the rise of massive data collection 
and machine learning techniques, data has further changed meaning, but retained that 
historically grounded sense of objectivity. This joins the tendency of computers being 
seen as “accurate” and “unbiased”— consider how Facebook claims that no user privacy 
is breeched because no humans are involved in seeing one’s personal details. Wendy 

1 Tehilla Shwartz Altshuler and Rachel Aridor Hershkowitz, ‘How Israel’s COVID-19 Mass Surveillance 
Operation Works’, Stream, 6 June 2020, www.brookings.edu/techstream/how-israels-covid-19-mass-
surveillance-operation-works.

2 Ewen Macaskill and Gabriel Dance, ‘NSA Files: Decoded’, The Guardian, 1 November 2013, https://
www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/nov/01/snowden-nsa-files-surveillance-revelations-
decoded.

3 Noa Landau, Yaniv Kubovich and Josh Breiner, ‘Israeli Coronavirus Surveillance Explained: Who's 
Tracking You and What Happens With the Data’, Haaretz, 18 March 2020, www.haaretz.com/israel-
news/.premium-israeli-coronavirus-surveillance-who-s-tracking-you-and-what-happens-with-the-
data-1.8685383.

4 Amos Harel, ‘Israel's Security Service Opposes Tracking Citizens to Fight Coronavirus, but Government 
at a Loss’, Haaretz, 26 June 2020, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-security-service-
against-tracking-citizens-to-fight-virus-but-israel-at-a-loss-1.8945985.

5 Daniel Rosenberg, ‘Data before the fact’, in Lisa Gitelman (ed), Raw Data Is an Oxymoron, Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, pp. 15–40.
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Hui Kyong Chun and David Berry suggest that computer software becomes ingrained in 
the very language and metaphors of how we think about “thinking” today.6 Various data 
dashboards, including in combating Corona, cement the data-reflected reality rather 
than being tools for discussing alternatives. In the Israeli case, the discussion of possible 
responses to COVID-19 and their implications became entangled with the computerised 
data gathered on the disease’s spread, in a way that limited potential objections to the 
measures imposed. We show this across three distinct episodes.

Shin Bet Surveillance

After a publication by investigative journalists, the Shin Bet’s surveillance system was 
exposed.7 Called simply “the Tool” it has been in operation since 2002 and used for con-
tinuous trawling collection of all available cell-phone data from every mobile device in 
Israel and the Palestinian Territories. Officially used for counter-terrorism and previously 
(officially) used only targeted surveillance on specific individuals and in relation to a 
case, the Tool has nonetheless been employed for digital contact tracing across the 
entire land and marketed as an emergency extreme measure that is a “magic bullet” 
solution. Specifically the “Tool” allowed avoiding the need to deploy a voluntary digital 
contact tracing apps as done by other democratic states.8 Nonetheless such a civilian, 
Bluetooth-based phone app was developed, failed and re-developed again to a minimal 
reception by the Ministry of Health.9 One of the central arguments against adopting this 
latter, privacy preserving option, was due to the fact that the Shin Bet is collecting all 
data anyway. Yet, being a secret government agency, the Shin Bet is reluctant to share 
the specifics of the data collected. Early reports indicate a 5% wide margin of error.10 Out 
of 71 thousand people required to self-quarantine based on the tool’s data in the first 
week of July alone, about 22 thousand appealed, claiming to be false positives, and 60% 
of those appeals were accepted. Overall, the data presented of the effectives of the tool 
was lacking, included repeated numbers in different categories, and was unreliable.11 
Nonetheless, the appearance of efficiency supported by seemingly impressive numerical 
data has led to a continuing adaption of the tool instead of other alternatives.

6 David M. Berry, Critical Theory and the Digital, London, UK: Bloomsbury, 2014; Wendy H. K. Chun, 
Programmed Visions: Software and Memory, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2011.

7 Ronen Bergman and Ido Shbertztuch, ‘The "Tool", the GSS’ Secret Database, Collects Data on All 
Citizens of the State of Israel and Knows: Where Have You Been, Who Did You Talk to, and When Did You 
Do All This’, Yediot, 25 March 2020, https://www.yediot.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-5701611,00.html.

8 Ephrat Livni, ‘Israel Is Now Using Counterterrorism Tactics to Track Possible Coronavirus Patients’, QZ, 
17 March 2020, https://qz.com/1819898/israel-to-use-invasive-surveillance-to-track-coronavirus-
patients/.

9 Omri Segev Moyal, ‘“Hamagen” Application — Fighting the Corona Virus’, Medium, 22 March 2020, 
https://medium.com/proferosec-osm/hamagen-application-fighiting-the-corona-virus-4ecf55eb4f7c.

10 ‘Health Ministry Admits More Than 12,000 Israelis Quarantined by Mistake’, I24 News, 14 July 2020, 
https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/israel/1594736977-health-ministry-admits-more-than-12-000-
israelis-quarantined-by-mistake.

11 Danny Old, ‘GSS Placements Have Been Missing by About Five Percent Since Last Thursday’, Globes, 5 
July 2020, https://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=1001334706.
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National Compliance Index

Another use of numerical data to create compliance rather than support policy was through 
the deployment of a “national index”12, in cooperation with renowned behavioral economist 
Dan Arieli’s Kayma company.13 The index was developed by Kayma as a single entrant 
to an urgent tandem presented by Israel’s National Corona Response Centre. Despite 
potential financial and practical concerns, the company was selected to monitor various 

“commercial and civilian data sources” in order to track how compliant the population is 
with Covid regulations.14 Prominent on various platforms—including on the main page 
of the country’s most-read news website—and asking citizens to self-report on “compli-
ance” such as hand-washing or mask-wearing, the index generates a variety of dashboard 
statistics, while being extremely opaque in its data sources. As in the previous case, the 
numerical data, information visualizations and dashboards derived from the index were 
available to the citizens only in their final, “ready-made” state, such as “what is the level 
of compliance to the lockdown in your home city compared to other cities”? discouraging 
reflection and encouraging the very thing they were supposedly measuring – compliance.

Lack of Ministry of Health Data

Many of the unclarities above could have been addressed – or at least mitigated – by clear 
and transparent reporting of Covid-19 infections and transmissions data by the governmen-
tal body responsible, Ministry of Health (MoH). Yet, despite repeated requests, throughout 
the first month of pandemic the data was published by the ministry’s spokesperson as 
cropped images on the ministry’s Telegram channel. This required a dedicated manual 
input of the information by volunteers to keep track of the official numbers. Even later, 
with a new updated data dashboard, users could not receive numerical information and 
moreover each new version overwrote the previous one.15 Data scientist Dan Bareket who 
kept those previous versions manually has shown that there are gross differences between 
those older and newer versions.16

Those episodes come together to showcase how data can be wielded as a cudgel rather 
than a precise tool: collected through undisclosed means and used to create popular 
compliance, suppressing discussions of measures or alternatives.

12 Government of Israel, Ministry of Health, ‘Return to Routine Index: To What Extent Has Israel Returned 
to Full Activity?’, 12 May 2020, https://hamadad-haleumi.co.il/.

13 ‘Using Social Science to Aid in the Fight Against COVID-19’, Duke Today, 27 April 2020, https://today.
duke.edu/2020/04/using-social-science-aid-fight-against-covid-19.

14 Amiram Barkat, ‘Dan Arieli v. Corona: The State Mobilizes the Behavioral Economy to Eradicate the 
Plague’, Globes, 5 April 2020, https://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=1001324609.

15 Government of Israel, Ministry of Health, ‘Coronavirus in Israel. General Situation’, last update 26 
October 2020, https://datadashboard.health.gov.il/COVID-19/general.

16 @O_Koren, ‘Thanks @dbreqt. Bothered to save historical versions of the Ministry of Health data the 
picture becomes clearer. What you see here is the percentage of symptomatic (at least one symptom) 
out of the positive each day in each version of the data file. The darker the color, the more up-to-date 
the file’, Twitter post, 12 June 2020, https://twitter.com/O_Koren/status/1271483183570264064.
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